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Grading and Assessment
Solution for Education
HP and FabSoft
Quickly create custom tests with your HP multifunction printer.
Scan and automatically print graded test results in minutes.

What if you could:
• Easily create custom tests and obtain graded
results in minutes
• Reduce grading errors while complying with
government standards
• Be more efficient in the classroom while saving
money for your school
• Begin using this solution with your HP MFP without
any upfront costs

Testing not making the grade? Working together with HP
Educators spend too much time manually
creating and grading tests, quizzes, and exams.
Pre-printed test forms are expensive and require
specialized equipment. With the HP and FabSoft
solution, educators can spend their time more
efficiently while saving money for their school.

Graduate to automatic test
creation and grading
The HP and FabSoft solution uses Optical
Mark Recognition technology in a cloud-based
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) facility with a
modest monthly fee and no upfront costs for
use on your HP multifunction printer (MFP). The
resulting bubble sheets are the ubiquitous form
worksheets for classroom testing, grading,
and student record keeping. The low cost
has an immediate impact on annual budgets.
School staff can take advantage of their HP
MFP, eliminating the need to purchase new
hardware. The savings can be used for more
important needs in the classroom. Out of the
box, the solution accommodates sophisticated
workflows including student tracking and
integration with student record systems.

Silver HP business partners offer leadingedge solutions that integrate with HP’s wide
portfolio of LaserJet imaging and printing
products, and provide HP customers with an
unparalleled breadth and depth of solution
offerings around the world.
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Solution benefits
• Make the maximum use of the investment in your
HP MFP
• Save time and money spent manually creating and
grading tests and exams
• Incur no upfront costs; simply pay a low monthly
fee for unlimited use
• Create on-demand evaluation, admission, and
registration forms
• Implement sophisticated tracking, analysis, and
workflows if desired

Our solution partner

The cloud – as easy as 1, 2, 3

Service and support

The HP and FabSoft Grading and Assessment
Solution for Education is quick to install and
intuitive to use in three easy steps.

The cloud service installs on your HP MFP with
little or no IT support—even though, support
is included with your subscription. A turnkey
solution is available when sophisticated backend workflows and integration into Student
Records Systems is desired. Contact your HP
Representative to learn more.

Step 1 – With a few keystrokes, test forms are
easily printed directly from the LCD screen on
your HP MFP. Standard test forms are selected
or custom quick forms can be created on the fly.
Step 2 – Completed test forms and answer
keys are scanned in no particular order to the
cloud for grading and analysis.

Building on the value of
strong relationships

Step 3 – Within minutes individual test results
are printed along with a class summary sheet
for teacher review and teacher records. The
graded tests show the percentage of correct
answers and identify the right answers for
missed questions. Test results are optionally
updated to the student/classroom database
for analysis, and tracking and integration with
student records systems.

By working side by side with HP, we have all the
resources, experience, and knowledge needed
to deliver customized solutions that meet your
unique business requirements. For more than
50 years, HP has designed solutions that allow
customers to actively anticipate change, and
then act on it. Together, we use future-focused
technology and services to design solutions
that produce lasting value and maximum
results—helping you meet today challenges
while preparing for tomorrow’s.

The HP and FabSoft Grading and Assessment
Solution for Education is very popular as a
hosted cloud service, but can also be installed
on a local server onsite. This model, often
used by universities, is ideal where proximity is
important to sophisticated output workflows
and student records systems.

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated

Share with colleagues

Learn more at:
fabsoft.com
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